Economy urge sweeps SEC

All budget cuts started living discussion in the Student Executive Cabinet (SEC) meeting Thursday morning. Hit hardest by the cuts are athletic, music board, EOP, and AASI program board and contingency fund, according to the report given by Mike Meiring, Finance Committee chairman. Meiring said the realized budget cuts were below working level for most groups, but there are too many programs and not enough money.

AASI Vice-President Dennis Johnson suggested some of the smaller programs that were not contributing financially to the student body be taken off the budget, including Legal Aid and Tutoring.

Johnson said that Dean Everett Chandler had indicated that he might be willing to fund Tutoring and Legal Aid through the Material and Services Fees. That would leave the budget over $5,000 of surplus. Other programs Johnson named were Ecology Action, Model U.N., Man's Drill Team, Rugby and Sailing. Meiring suggested these groups become self-supporting.

SEC will continue review of the budget cuts in next week's meeting.

Program Board also felt a loss of 40 percent profits, due to a change in film codes by Student Affairs Committee. According to Clay Bowling, Chairman of Program Board, the Films Committee will receive 15 per cent of the net profit of any film approved for showing by a group on campus.

SAC faces ills

Budget priority problem arises

Next year's AASI budget may leave many groups handicapped and other obliterated, according to the chairman of Finance Committee.

"The Finance Committee has presented a balanced budget to the Student Executive Council and the Student Affairs Council that, if adopted by, it destroy the value of almost all organisations," said Mike Meiring at Wednesday night's SEC meeting.

The recommendations were based on the resources available, not the value of the programs, and the students must decide on what programs they want support, Meiring said. AASI President Bob Baggett said that $230,000 had to be cut to balance the proposed 1974-75 budget.

The recent court ruling against the Gay Students Union will require all clubs and organisations to have closed ad-
mission standards to revise their bylaws, said Howard Segasser, Codes and Bylaws chairman.

Segasser said the Codes and Bylaws committee is reviewing the admission policies of all clubs and organisations and have found inadmissibilities in about one half. SAC approved the two new members for Codes and Bylaws, Matt Leuliett and David Haspel.

Under current rules, Student Executive Cabinet can force the president to veto any action. SAC endorsed a resolution of the California State Legislature to support Earth Week, April 9 to 30.

Tutoring program in hibernation

Tutoring services will be available to students this quarter on a limited basis but plans for a more extensive program in the future are underway.

The tutoring program this quarter will cover chemistry and biology due to financial difficulties.

Tutoring programs of a more inclusive nature to previous quarters had been covered by the AASI office's fund set up specifically for originating new programs.

"The tutoring program next year will be financed through AASI and will not cause an increase in the student fees paid at registration," said AASI President Bob Baggett.

Recent action has been taken by the Finance Committee to assure retaining the program under AASI auspices in the fall. An amount of $1,800 has been allocated for the tutoring program in the recommended budget.

In the meantime, volunteers from the Student Chapter of the American Chemistry Society and Beta Beta Beta Beta society offer tutoring in chemistry and biology Monday through Thursday in room 201 of the Union. Students may obtain help from 2:30 to 4 p.m.

Next year's tutoring in statistics, computer science, accounting, economics, physics, and math, is planned in addition to chemistry and biology.

Financial aid is available to veterans seeking non-volunteer tutoring. The Veterans Administration will pay up to 800 per month on a maximum of $950 for tutorial assistance if the veteran obtains a form verifying he can benefit from the program. The form must be signed by the instructor and proof submitted as to the qualifications of the tutor.

Grades are checked periodically. Forms are available in the Record Office, window No. 6.
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CREDENTIALS MAY CHANGE

A meeting explaining new credential legislation, which could result in major changes for prospective elementary school teachers, is scheduled for April 15, in the University Theatre.

Dr. A. D. Miller, the coordinator of the liberal studies curriculum, said those who are preparing to teach will find attendance essential.
A frog croaks. The air is filled with the sounds of the night creatures of Boggy Creek, Arkansas, as the sun rises, illuminating the dark screen. The camera pans the swamp, sunlight reflecting off its surface. The audience impatiently awaits what everyone is expecting to hear, the shriek of an unknown beast. It comes, and "The Legend of Boggy Creek" (Fremont) begins, instantly sinking into its own mud.

With such an intriguing opening, you’d expect to see all that you can eat and enjoy any horror of a horror opening you’d expect to accentuate your hatred for horror films, instantly sinking in it. It oomaa and "The Legend of Boggy Creek" begins, straining through it like a far cry from the good old scary baglna, instantly sinking into it. It oomaa and "The Legend of Boggy Creek" begins, straining through it like a far cry from the good old scary baglna, instantly sinking into it. It oomaa and "The Legend of Boggy Creek" begins, straining through it like a far cry from the good old scary baglna, instantly sinking into it. It oomaa and "The Legend of Boggy Creek" begins, straining through it like a far cry from the good old scary baglna, instantly sinking into it. It oomaa and "The Legend of Boggy Creek" begins, straining through it like a far cry from the good old scary baglna, instantly sinking into it.

Place to stay

Out-of-town visitors faced the problem of finding a place to stay during July Royal may now turn to Roundhouse for help. They have set up a special motel service with a list of all local motels and hotels who still have vacancies for that weekend.

The service will begin operation the first of next week and will have an up-to-date listing of those lodgings with rooms available and last-minute cancellations. Roundhouse will not be taking reservations. They will simply inform the caller of the vacancies listed and let the caller go from there.

Trinity girls and visiting restrictions

Editor's note: Mustang Daily carried a report from Dean of Students Everett Chandler about an administration questionnaire that was used to decide which dorms would be 24-hour visitation.

The article said, "Trinity and Muir Halls were selected as the site for limited visiting hours because they showed the highest percentage of residents preferring such restrictions."

According to one member of the dorm negotiating committee, Trinity was chosen because many of the students failed to answer the administration questionnaire, indicating a lack of interest. He also said that Muir Hall was chosen by representatives from each hall drawing from a deck of cards—Muir Hall lost.

Fred's auto electric

FRED'S AUTO ELECTRIC
Specialized Motor Tune-up
Dyna-Vision Analysis

Merry's & California Blvd.
Phone 543-3821

Stenner Glen

wishes to announce that HOUSE ASSISTANT APPLICATION FORMS are now available at Stenner Glen. Forms must be returned by April 20th. Pick up yours at 1030 Tosthall.
Roller Derby fans turned out in masses to fill the men’s gym last Thursday night.

... and The Violence Keeps Roll’in Along

Reactions from hysteria to disgust were projected from the mixed crowd.

BMASH: What a better way to entertain a college crowd than to pit female against female.
"Join all your hands and circle..." brings all the square dancers together and unites them in a common effort—to have FUN.

Strains of "swing your partner and all promenade" float through the evening air if you walk by the Snack Bar on Wednesday's.

Walking in, you are immediately engulfed by the friendly atmosphere of laughter and happiness amid the swirl of dresses, petticoats, and whoops and yells. These carefree, happy people are the Poly Twirlers. Even if you've never square danced before it is impossible not to be caught up in the fun and enjoyment of executing, or at least trying to, the many intricate dance steps.

For beginning square dancers there is a class Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Snack Bar.

If you're already able to dance a few steps come on Wednesday at 8 p.m. and join with the twirlers to the calling of Dave Brown.

Karen Aquatapace promenades with one of the Poly Twirler beginners during a singing call.

Kelly Rodrigues and Dan Saunders show their enjoyment while twirling.
Square dancing is enjoyable to people of all ages all over the world.

Poly Twirler's caller Dave Brown calls the figures that make up a fun tip: "Pass through, square through, left allemande..."

Judy Sherrard and Henry Gross gracefully execute a "Grand Clutch", one of the most popular calls in square dancing.
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Pie Anyone?

Photos by Henry Gross

Laughter and amusement were on everyone’s face as the six chowhounds gorged down apple, cherry, custard and chocolate cream pies.
Men, dog sink canines in pies

by JOAN CAMPBELL

A pie-eating contest sponsored by the Recreation and Tourism Committees proved to be a huge pie-faced success yesterday in the Union Plaza.

Six hungry-looking young fellows and a scruffy dog named Senor licked their chops as they stood and stared at 36 lascivious pies.

The rules for the contest were simple. The contestants could not use their hands to scoop up the pies, and they had to eat as fast and as completely as they could in 10 minutes.

At the starting signal, the six fellows and a bewildered red and white dog plunged into delectable chocolate creams, encouraged and egged on by shouts from the crowd: "Eat it! Chow down! Chew! Chew! Chew! There are people starving in China!"

The dirty seven managed to dig root, shutter their way through the seven individual pies set before them, until it was hard to tell the pie from the guy. Senor managed to stay fairly clean, save for a few crumbs on the ends of his whiskers.

As the contest continued, Mike Perkinson (sponsored by Theta Chi) seemed to be eating his way right into first place. His fellow pie-eaters, Tom Fisher, Jack Kalivoda (sponsored by Alpha Sigma Alpha), and Matt Gionetra, Nelson Cutter, and Ken Bliva trailed him by several blass.

The canine was the cover of the bunch—he knew when to quit. After deliciously licking away one quarter of his pie, (Yes, he was sitting in the chair, paws on the table), he jumped down from the chair and with one last disdainful look at his somewhat master opponents trundled off the cement platform, his dignified head held high, to the friendly outreached hand of his owner, Pete Albanese.

Perkinson was finally declared the winner, having plowed through four pies (after reliving his stomach several times). The prize was a $19 gift certificate.

Second prize was a case of bad indigestion while the consolation prize consisted of the remaining cafeteria-baked pies (donated by the Alumni Association). No one claimed them, however.

Cutter was miffed because he had to sit next to Perkinson and therefore put up with the surprise he left on the table. The result? Here's pie in your eye.

The Glass Eye for pie-eating contest photos.

Kerr states his position as politically unbiased

Objectivity in government may resemble the impossible dream to some people, but John A. Kerr is holding his city council candidacy on his ability to attain and maintain an unbiased position in city matters.

Sporting a pair of flaming red muttonchop sideburns and waxed handkerchief moustache, Kerr looks more like someone you might see in your great grandmother's photo album rather than a 1973 San Luis Obispo City Council candidate.

Kerr graduated from the university with a bachelor's degree in business in 1966, but has had educational experience in the fields of architecture, social science and economics.

An active participant in community organizations such as Kiwanis International and the Mustang Boosters Club, of which he is president, Kerr has been a resident of San Luis Obispo for 10 years.

He has entered the council race because he feels an obligation to make his services available to the community.

"I owe the community a little something, like me, who is objective. I am objective in my vocational position," he commented.

The 34-year-old stockbroker's goals are three-fold: "I want to preserve the unique lifestyle of the city, moderate between the environmentalists and the developers in the land use conflict and promote a closer cooperation between city, county, federal agencies and Cal Poly to effect meaningful programs in flood control, public transportation and multiples of other interagency problems," he explained.

The employee of Welston and Co. said he intends to make every effort to implement his ideas into the council.

Candideate John Kerr

There you are, a $9.95 bill and $1.38 in your pocket. The merchant eyes you suspiciously: uh-oh, another no-cash kid.

You smile to yourself as you whip out a Bank of America College Plan check (only $1 a month, no more than $9 a year, and all the checks you can write!). He hesitates, he still doesn't know you. So you reach in your wallet and pull out your ace—your Student BankAmericard.

The merchant relaxes, Thank you sir, come again.

Your credit's established, thanks to BankAmericard and College Plan Checking—welcome company just about everywhere.

BANKOFAMERICA

Be known by the company you keep.
Pool opens

Temperatures will remain in the 80’s over the weekend and to accommodate the heat, the Man’s Pool will be open for recreation. Starting Saturday the pool, located adjacent to the Rec. Gym, will be open every weekend from noon to 7 p.m.

The pool is limited to students free of charge.

Loop lead on line as Matadors visit Mustangs tonight, Saturday

The four-hand ranked baseball team in the nation, California State University, Northridge, visits San Luis Obispo this weekend for a three-game series with the Mustangs to battle for the league’s top spot.

The action will be initiated tonight at seven at San Luis Obispo Stadium and concluded Saturday after a noon doubleheader at Poly Field.

The Matadors are in second place in the California Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA) with a 5-2 record. The Mustangs and Cal Poly Pomona share the league lead with 6-4 records.

The winner of this showdown will take the league leadership since Pomona is not involved in CCAA activity this week.

Junior Mike Krukowski, whose game-winning streak was stopped last weekend, will start on the mound in tonight’s opener. Krukowski currently leads the Mustangs in strikeouts with 70 and averaging 10 per game.

Right-handers Rick Bispin and Doug Anderson (4-1) are slated to start the doubleheader.

The Matadors continued to run the ball in the past league series and now find themselves with three of the top ten batters in the conference.

The Mustangs own the best team batting mark in the league with .332 average and are the best earned-run average at 3.88.

MUSTANG CLASSIFIEDS

Announcements


COACH STEVE SIMMONS

The Mustangs, according to Simmons, should be able to bounce back after last week’s 14-12 dual meet loss against Oregon State. Simmons hopes good weather and the return of six athletes who missed the Oregon competition will improve Saturday’s team performance.

Track travels to league meet

A triangular meet against league rivals California State University, Fullerton, and California State University, Northridge, awaits the Mustang track team Saturday in Fullerton at noon.